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a b s t r a c t

To identify the physical nature of Pc5 pulsations and to determine relative contributions of different

MHD modes into their structure, we introduce the method of apparent impedance. An approximate

analytical relationship from the theory of ULF wave transmission through a thin ionosphere can be

compared with the measured ratio between simultaneous ionospheric electric and ground magnetic

fields. The analytical expressions show that the impedances of Alfven and compressional modes should

be essentially different. To validate this technique, we have analyzed global Pc5 pulsations during the

recovery phase of the strong magnetic storm on October 31, 2003 using ground magnetometricdata and

tri-static EISCAT radar. This radar facility gives a possibility to calculate vectors of the F-region

ionospheric plasma flow and electric field. From these observations we conclude that the global Pc5

pulsations during storm conditions above the ionosphere are predominantly composed from Alfven

waves with a small contribution of fast compressional mode.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The near-Earth space is filled with various long-period ULF
modes. Some examples addressed in literature are large-scale
toroidal (Fenrich et al., 2006) and small-scale poloidal (Yeoman
et al., 2000) Alfven waves, compressional oscillations (Kivelson
et al., 1984), and slow ion-sound mode waves (Leonovich et al.,
2006). Satellite observations have shown that many types of ULF
waves, e.g. storm-time Pc5 (Pokhotelov et al., 1985), Pi2 (Sutcliffe
and Luhr, 2005), and Pc3 (Pilipenko et al., 2011) pulsations have a
substantial compressional component and cannot be interpreted
as a pure Alfven shear wave. Moreover, there are theoretical
indications on the possibility of coupled Alfven and trapped
magnetosonic modes in the magnetosphere, corresponding to
oscillations of either the magnetospheric cavity mode (Leonovich
and Mazur, 2005; Samson et al., 1991), or the magnetospheric
waveguide (Mann et al., 1999). The evanescent fast compressional
mode emerges upon the interaction of Alfven waves with the
anisotropic ionosphere, which has been confirmed by Doppler
sounding (Sutcliffe and Poole, 1990; Alperovich et al., 1991). Thus,
magnetospheric Pc5 pulsations are in general a complicated
mixture of Alfven and magnetosonic waves. So far, the only

technique to discriminate the different ULF modes has been the
comparisons of transverse and field-aligned (compressional) mag-
netic components during occasional satellite observations.

Various high time-space resolution radars, such as SABER,
STARE, SuperDARN, and EISCAT have become a widely used tool
to detect ULF wave interaction with the ionosphere, where these
waves transfer energy through the coupled magnetosphere–
ionosphere system. Radar data are commonly used in ULF studies
to characterize the global ionospheric electrodynamical context of
the analyzed ULF event and to identify the ionospheric projection
of magnetospheric domains (Clauer et al., 1997) in the surround-
ings of the event. The ULF activity in the ionosphere detected by
radars has been interpreted as signatures of Alfven wave inci-
dence onto the ionosphere (e.g., Pc5 pulsations (Walker et al.,
1979)) or they have been associated with plasmaspheric cavity
modes (e.g., Pi2 pulsations (Ikeda et al., 2010)). A statistical study
investigating Pc5 pulsation with the use of the SABER VHF
coherent radar was reported by Yeoman et al. (1990). The ratio
of the pulsation radar backscatter intensity modulations to the
ionospheric irregularity drift velocity modulations was used as a
tool to determine the wave mode in the radar field of view. In this
study the relative impact of compressional Pc5 waves was
observed to increase as the azimuthal wave number increased
in the range m¼1–10. Thus, these radar observations of Pc5
pulsations also suggested that compressional modes can contri-
bute to the ULF wave structure. Apart from MHD waves,
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infrasonic waves with periods in the same Pc5 range (2–5 min)
can cause the periodic modulation of the ionospheric plasma and
currents (Georges, 1973).

In this paper we present a possibility to use combined radar
and magnetometer observations for the ULF mode identification
at the ionospheric end. We demonstrate this method to deter-
mine the relative contributions of Alfven and fast compressional
modes using combined EISCAT radar and magnetometer observa-
tions of global Pc5 pulsations. We analyze Pc5 pulsations, which
exceed in their amplitude the ordinary Pc5 pulsations by an order
of magnitude and which are typically observed during the
recovery phase of strong magnetic storms (Kleimenova and
Kozyreva, 2005). These oscillations have been observed in the
morning and evening sectors simultaneously in a wide latitude
range (Potapov et al., 2006). However, the exact wave processes
behind these pulsations are still unknown: Are they due to field
line Alfven oscillations like ordinary Pc5 pulsations or are they
driven by a combination of different wave processes?

2. The method of apparent impedance

2.1. The concept of apparent impedance

As an additional discrimination tool of the different ULF wave
modes the measurements of their apparent impedance, i.e., the E/
B ratio, can be used. The impedance technique is widely used in
satellite observations to identify the nature of electromagnetic
structures in space (Knudsen et al., 1992). However, the situation
with disturbances in the upper ionosphere is more difficult for
this type of analysis. The detected wave fields are composed from
a mixture of incident, reflected, and converted modes. Moreover,
the ULF magnetic disturbance in the ionosphere cannot be
directly measured, and thus it has to be related with the magnetic
variations measured at the ground surface. Thus, reasonable
identification of the wave mode is possible only on the basis of
an adequate theory. Such analytical theory, describing the inter-
action of long-period ULF wave harmonics with the thin iono-
sphere, has been developed in numerous papers and summarized
in a book by Alperovich and Fedorov (2007). The application of
this theory to the study of specific ULF waves’ interaction with the
realistic ionosphere was made in (Pilipenko et al., 2008). To
illustrate here the basic idea of the apparent impedance method,
some approximate relationships derived from the above men-
tioned papers are given.

The idea of this approach is as follows. The radar (e.g. EISCAT)
observations of ULF waves in the upper ionosphere can detect
oscillations of the ionospheric plasma with velocity V¼ ½E� B0�=

B2
0, induced by a wave electric field E in the geomagnetic field B0.

From V data the corresponding wave E-field can be obtained as
E¼[V�B0]. In the region where EISCAT measures (high latitudes)
B0 is roughly in vertical direction and B0�5 �104 nT. In such
conditions as an order of magnitude estimate the relationship
between V and E can be expressed as V[m/s]¼20 E[mV/m].
Simultaneously with the radar observations the ground magnet-
ometers measure the wave magnetic component B(g). The combi-
nation of the electric and magnetic field data provides the ratio
which we name the apparent spectral impedance of the iono-
spheric wave structure

ZxyðoÞ ¼ m0

ExðoÞ
ByðoÞ

, ZyxðoÞ ¼ m0

EyðoÞ
BxðoÞ

,. . .

where magnetic constant mo ¼ 4p� 10�7H=m. The intrinsic wave
impedance characterizes the properties of a medium to a parti-
cular wave. For example, for an Alfven wave propagating in a
homogeneous medium with the Alfven velocity VA and wave

conductance SA ¼ 1=m0VA, the impedance is to be Zxy ¼�Zyx ¼

ZA ¼S�1
A . For an electromagnetic wave propagating in free space

the impedance is Zo ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mo=eo

p
. For a multi-layer medium, an

impedance is determined by the property of a layer, where a
wave will propagate.

For a practical application we suggest to use the ratio E/B¼Z/
mo, named the impedance velocity, having the dimension of
velocity, namely

UxxðoÞ ¼
ExðoÞ

BðgÞx ðoÞ
, UyxðoÞ ¼

EyðoÞ
BðgÞx ðoÞ

,. . .

In convenient units, the additional numeric factor should be
taken into account, namely U[km/s]¼103E[mV/m]/B[nT]. This
impedance velocity Uij has to be compared with the theoretically
predicted medium parameters.

2.2. Alfven mode incidence with the ionosphere

We use a coordinate system where the X-coordinate corre-
sponds to the Southward (radial) direction, Y corresponds to the
Eastward (azimuthal) direction, and Z is vertical up in the North-
ern hemisphere. In a large-scale toroidal Alfven mode (the
azimuthal wave number m�1) the dominant components are
By, Ex, Vy, and no magnetic field compression B:. This mode is
excited by MHD disturbances from the distant magnetosphere via
the field line Alfven resonance. In a small-scale poloidal mode
(mb1) the dominant components are Bx, Ey, and Vx. This mode is
excited by magnetospheric energetic particles. In the transmis-
sion of an Alfvenic mode through the ionosphere the wave ellipse
rotation should occur By-BðgÞx (BðgÞx ¼�H component), Bx-BðgÞy

(BðgÞy ¼D component).
The ground magnetic response to the azimuthally small-scale

Alfven waves is controlled by the factor exp(�kyh), where ky is
the local azimuthal component of the wave vector in the iono-
sphere at the geomagnetic shell L, and h is the height of the
ionospheric E-layer (Hughes and Southwood, 1976). The critical
m-value, when kyh¼1, is mn ¼ ðRE=hÞL�1=2, which for L¼6.6 yields
mn
�20. Therefore, waves with momn produce magnetic

response on the ground, whereas waves with mbmn are screened
by the ionosphere. Hereafter we assume that the waves under
consideration are azimuthally large-scale, i.e. momn.

The interaction of long-wavelength ULF waves with the
coupled magnetosphere–ionosphere–atmosphere–ground system
can be considered under the thin ionosphere approximation. This

approximation assumes that the wave skin-depth dP, which is
determined by the E-layer Pedersen conductivity sP, namely

dP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=ðm0osPÞ

p
, is larger than the thickness of the ionospheric

conductive layer Dh. For Pc5 waves in the dayside ionosphere dP is

1–2 orders of magnitudes larger than the typical Dh�20 km. In
addition, in the case of compressional mode incidence the
horizontall wavelength of the wave is typically much larger than

the conductive ionospheric layer thickness, kxDh51. Thus, for the
event analyzed later in this paper the thin ionosphere approx-
imation is well satisfied. The finite-width effects, neglected here,
may cause an additional polarization change and ellipticity upon
the transmission of fast compressional mode through the E-layer
(Nenovski, 2001). However, for the considered Pc5 event

(kxdP)2
�10, and SH/SP�1–2, this effect is about 21 only according

to (Nenovski, 2001) calculations.
Upon the reflection of the incident Alfven wave with inter-

mediate transverse scales from the ionosphere the inductive part
of the wave electric field commonly can be neglected (Yoshikawa
and Itonaga, 1996; Yagova et al., 1999). However, for a high-
frequency wave (e.g. Pc2–3) incident on the highly-conductive
ionosphere an additional inductive shielding of an incident signal
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from ground magnetometers can occur (Yoshikawa et al., 2002).
This shielding is caused by the conversion of a part of the Alfven
wave energy into the surface-type ionospheric gyrotropic mode
(Pilipenko et al., 2000). The extension of the proposed approach to
this case would demand the use of more complicated relation-
ships, accounting for inductive effects and finite ground conduc-
tivity (for more information, see the above cited papers).

As a consequence of the interaction of an Alfven wave with the
anisotropically-conductive ionosphere a fast compressional mode
is excited (Hughes and Southwood, 1976). This mode has an
evanescent vertical structure, decaying with altitude z as
pexpð�kzÞ. Its excitation rate is characterized by the scale-
dependent reflection coefficient RFA(k) (Alperovich and Fedorov,
2007). The excitation of this mode becomes noticeable only for
rather small transverse scales, kZ10�3km�1, and its amplitude
becomes comparable to the incident wave amplitude at
k� 10�2km�1. Therefore, the contribution of the fast mode into
the ULF wave structure in the F-layer (z�200 km) is 10% less for
the wave transverse scale Lo2p=k�570 km. For a larger scale
wave the decay of its amplitude with altitude is not so dramatic,
but its excitation rate �RFA(k) is low. Though this mode can
noticeably modulate the plasma of F-layer and total electron
content (TEC) (Poole and Sutcliffe, 1987; Pilipenko and Fedorov,
1995), it does not contribute to the dominant Alfven component
Ex recorded by a radar.

From the general theory of the large-scale (ky-0) Alfven wave
transmission through the thin ionosphere to the ground it follows
that the wave spatial spectrum near the ground BðgÞx ðkxÞ is related
to the spatial harmonic of magnetic disturbance in the ionosphere
By(kx) by the well-known relationship (Nishida, 1964; Hughes and
Southwood, 1976)

BðgÞx ðkxÞ ¼ �ByðkxÞ
SH

SP
sin Iexpð�kxhÞ ð1Þ

where I is the magnetic field inclination (I40 in the Northern
hemisphere). The relationship (1) predicts that only waves with
small and intermediate m values, up to �20, can be detected on
the ground, whereas poloidal Alfven waves with large mb20 are
screened by the ionosphere from ground magnetometers and
cannot be examined with the proposed impedance technique. If a
localized Alfvenic structure in the magnetosphere has been
produced by the resonant conversion (like e.g. in the case of Pc5
with field line resonance characteristics), its radial structure can
be reasonably well modeled as:

ByðxÞ ¼ BðmÞ
idm

x�xoþ idm

Here dm is the width of the resonant structure above the
ionosphere, and B(m) is the peak value of resonant structure. The
spatial structure of magnetic disturbance near the ground BðgÞx ðxÞ is
found by the inverse Fourier transform of the spatial spectrum of
the above magnetospheric structure multiplied by the transmis-
sion factor (1)

BðgÞx ðxÞ ¼�BðmÞ
SH

SP
sin I

idm

x�xoþ iðdmþhÞ

Thus, the ground magnetic response to the magnetospheric
resonant structure has the same spatial form as an incident wave,
but peak amplitude at x-x0 is reduced by the factor
ðSH=SPÞsin Idm=ðdmþhÞ, and peak width is smeared (dmþh)dm

times. If the Alfvenic structure is not very narrow, dm4h, the
relationship between the maximal ionospheric magnetic distur-
bance and its ground response is BðgÞx � BðmÞy ðSH=SPÞsin I.

The impedance of an Alfven wave interacting with the multi-
layered system magnetosphere–thin ionosphere is determined by

the relationship

Zðz,oÞ ¼S�1
A

SA�iSPtankAz

SP�iSAtankAz

This relation coincides with formula for Z(o) from (Knudsen
et al., 1992). The measured wave impedance should vary with
altitude z in the range from S�1

P to S�1
A . At low altitudes, z5k�1

A ,
the above relationship is reduced to the well-known relation
ZðoÞ ¼S�1

P . Thus, for a azimuthally large-scale Alfven mode,
ky5kx, the dominant By and Ex components at the ionospheric
altitudes less than few thousands km are related as

Ex

By
¼�VPsin2I

These components are to be in-antiphase. The characteristic
ionospheric velocities VP,H,C ¼ ðmoSP,H,CÞ

�1 are determined by the
height-integrated Pedersen SP, Hall SH, and Cowling SC ¼SP

ð1þS2
H=S

2
PÞ ionospheric conductances (Fedorov et al., 1999). For

the order of magnitude estimate the following relationship can be
used V ½km=s� � 800=S½S�.

The experimentally measured impedance-like relationship,
using the ground magnetic disturbance BðgÞx , for large-scale
(kxho1, ky-0) Alfven mode is to be

UðAÞxx �
Ex

BðgÞx

¼�
VH

sin I
ð2Þ

The non-dominant wave electric component Ey, induced upon
the Alfven wave interaction with the ionosphere, is related to
ground magnetic component BðgÞx in a large-scale mode kxho1 as
follows:

UðAÞyx ¼
EyðzÞ

BðgÞx

¼�ioh

These components are to be in quadrature (p/2 phase shift).
Thus, for a large-scale Alfvenic mode with ky-0 the apparent
impedance velocities Uxx and Uyx are to be different: Uyx is about
few km/s, that is much less than Uxx. However, in realistic
situation, the non-dominant component Ey is weak and contami-
nated by the stronger Ex component, so a lower magnitude of Uyx

hardly can be revealed.
Hence, wave with B�100 nT induces electric field disturbance

E�8 mV/m in the daytime ionosphere (SH�10 S), and E�80 mV/
m during nighttime (SH�1 S). This value of E produces electric
drift with velocity V� 160 m/s during daytime, and V�1.6 km/s
during nighttime.

2.3. Fast mode incidence on the ionosphere

In principle, wave energy can be transported from a magneto-
spheric source towards the ground by a fast magnetosonic
(compressional) mode. Large-scale (m-0) fast mode has domi-
nant components Bx, Ey, Vx with vanishing field-aligned current
j:¼0. Upon the transmission through the ionosphere no rotation
occurs, that is Bx-BðgÞx (H-component), By-BðgÞy (D-component).

The wave scale of the fast mode in the Pc5 range in the
magnetosphere is expected to be very large (e.g., � k�1

A � 8RE for
T¼300 s, and VA¼103 km/s). Therefore, fast waves cannot reach
the ionosphere directly under reasonable horizontal wave num-
bers, because upon their propagation toward plasma with a
higher VA they encounter a non-propagation (opaque) region,
where the field-aligned component of the wave vector fulfills the
condition k2

F o0. However, because of its large horizontal scale,
even an evanescent fast mode can convey significant wave energy
towards the Earth.

The ratio of the ground magnetic signal BðgÞx to the incident
compressional wave amplitude Bx is determined by the transmission
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properties of the whole ionosphere–atmosphere–ground system. For
the highly-conductive ground (sg-N), the relationship between the
magnetic disturbance in the ionosphere and its ground response is

Bx

BðgÞx

¼ 1�ip, p¼
oh

VC

The parameter p controls the penetration of the fast mode
through the ionosphere. If 9p951 (e.g., at nightside) the iono-
sphere may be considered to be transparent for the fast mode, so
the incident wave is reflected mainly by Earth’s surface. Upon this
reflection, magnetic disturbance near the ground doubles as
compared with amplitude of incident wave. If 9p9�1 (e.g., at
dayside) the ionosphere partially screens the magnetospheric
signal from the ground.

At low altitudes above the nearly-transparent ionosphere,
where 9kFz951, the dominant electric component of the fast

mode Ey is related to the magnetic ground response BðgÞx by the
following impedance-like relationship:

UðFÞyx ¼
EyðzÞ

BðgÞx

¼�ioðzþhÞ ð3Þ

The fast mode electric field is to be in quadrature (p/2 phase
shift) to magnetic field variations on the ground.

In general, the electric field induced in the ionosphere by a fast
mode is weaker than that by an Alfven mode for the same
magnitude of the ground magnetic signal. Indeed, comparison of
(2) and (3) shows that

UðFÞ

UðAÞ

�����

�����
¼
oðzþhÞsin I

VH

For dayside Pc5 wave o¼0.01 s�1, zþh¼300 km, and
VH¼80 km/s this ratio is �0.04. Thus, for typical Pc5 parameters

Fig. 1. Variations of geomagnetic field at TRO X and Y components (in nT), ionospheric line-of-sight electric field along the beam from KIR and SOD (in mV/m), components

Ex and Ey of the ionospheric electric field (in mV/m), and riometer absorption measured at KIL during October 31, 2003 03–16 UT.
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the amplitude of the impedance velocity of fast compressional
modes is essentially less than that of Alfven modes.

Though, because Alfven mode and fast mode are polarized in a
different manner, their impact on the ionospheric plasma may be
comparable. For example, the dominant toroidal Alfvenic compo-
nent Ex does not produce any vertical drift of the ionospheric
plasma, whereas the dominant fast mode component Ey does
(Vz¼Eycos I/B0). As a result, during the Doppler measurements the
effect of fast mode can even prevail that of the Alfven mode
(Sutcliffe and Poole, 1990; Alperovich et al., 1991).

2.4. Atmospheric waves

The magnetic field disturbance, induced by atmospheric waves
(e.g. acoustic or internal gravity) in a conductive ionosphere can
be estimated (Pogorel’zev, 1989) as follows:

B

B0
� mosPuDz ð4Þ

Here u is the disturbed velocity of the neutral gas, Dz is the
thickness of the interaction region, sP is the typical value of

Pedersen conductivity. If the interaction region comprises the
conductive E-layer, ionospheric currents induced by an atmo-
spheric wave produce a measurable ground magnetic response.
The transverse scale of acoustic wave in the Pc5-6 frequency band
is large as compared with the height of E-layer, so the ground
magnetic response is to be about the same as magnetic distur-
bance in the ionosphere (4).

The electric field disturbance, induced by atmospheric wave, is
E�VS.B, where VS is the atmospheric wave phase velocity
(Pogorel’zev, 1989). Therefore, the apparent impedance velocity
of electromagnetic disturbance produced by the neutral gas
oscillations is to be

US ¼ VS

Typical values of acoustic velocity VS in the ionosphere is
�1 km/s. Therefore, the apparent impedance of acoustic-related
electromagnetic disturbance is to be much less than that pro-
duced by magnetospheric MHD wave. This feature can be used to
discriminate ionospheric disturbances produced by acoustic wave
and MHD mode.

Fig. 2. Spectra during the early-morning interval (0530–0700 UT): variations of magnetic X-component (in nT), electric Ex-component (in mV/m), magnetic Y-component

(in nT), and electric Ey-component (in mV/m).
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2.5. Impedance of coupled MHD mode

Let us suppose that ULF field is composed from contributions
of both Alfven and fast modes. In the idealistic case m-0, we
have Ex ¼ EðAÞx , Ey ¼ EðFÞy , and Bx ¼ BðAÞx þBðFÞx . Let us suppose that a
relative contribution of fast mode into the ULF wave field is
d¼ BðFÞx =ðBðAÞx þBðFÞx Þ. Then the apparent impedance of the coupled
mode is as follows:

Uxx ¼UðAÞxx ð1�dÞ ð5Þ

Because for Pc5 waves UðAÞxx bUðFÞyx and do1, so Uyx ¼UðFÞyx dUxx.
Therefore, as follows from (5) the apparent impedance of coupled

Alfven and magnetosonic mode is to be less than Alfvenic
impedance. The deviation between the Alfvenic impedance velo-
city UðAÞxx and the apparent impedance velocity Uxx may character-
ize the relative contribution d of fast mode.

2.6. Technique validation: the global Pc5 event on October 31, 2003

For validation of the proposed method, we use the EISCAT
radar 30-s data from the tri-static Tromso–Kiruna–Sodankylä
system, which allows calculating the vectors of the F-region
ionospheric plasma flow V and electric field E. The radar data
are analyzed together with IMAGE magnetometer 10-s data from

Fig. 3. Spectral powers of Ex(t) and Bx(t) variations, impedance velocities (in km/s) for the time interval 04–07 UT estimated in a running 30-min window from the power

spectral densities (solid line) and theoretically predicted for Alfven wave (dashed line) in the band 2.5–3.2 mHz (upper panels), and in the band 4.0–5.0 mHz (bottom

panels).
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the near-by station Tromso. We consider the event on October 31,
2003 when global Pc5 pulsations were observed in the morning
and afternoon MLT sectors (Kleimenova and Kozyreva, 2005;
Belakhovsky and Pilipenko, 2010).

We estimate the relative contributions of the fast and Alfven
modes into the ULF field in the following way: The apparent
impedance velocity (that is, ratio Ex/Bx) has been estimated from
the measured E(t) and B(t) values. Then, using the ionospheric
conductivity values deduced from the radar data, the ionospheric
velocities VP(t) and VH(t) have been calculated via SP, SH. For a
pure Alfven mode, these two parameters should match with the
relation (2). Deviations from this relation can be related with the
contribution of a fast compressional mode (�d). We have applied
two approaches to estimate the apparent impedance:

	 Amplitudes and phases of both the ionospheric electric, E(t)
and fE(t), and ground magnetic, B(t) and fB(t), signals have
been calculated using the analytical signal representation,
based on the Hilbert transform. Then the ratio U(t)¼E(t)/B(t)
and phase difference f(t)¼fE(t)�fB(t) have been calculated.
Both signals were preliminary band-filtered. The ionospheric
conductance sometimes was found to be strongly modulated
by Pc5 pulsations. These oscillations were smoothed.
	 Ratio between the spectral power densities E(f) and B(f) at the

same frequency in a running 30-min window has been estimated.

During analyzed event, Pc5 pulsations at IMAGE array demon-
strated two enhancements, early morning 0530–0800 UT and
near-noon 1000–1400 UT (Fig. 1). These two intervals will be
considered separately.

During the 1st interval of Pc5 activity, 05–07 UT, the electric
field Ex fluctuations exhibit several enhancements. Magnetic

fluctuations were most evident from �0530 UT to �0630 UT.
During the magnetic ULF activity enhancement, the ionospheric
conductances increase, more than 2 times, due to the electron
precipitation, as evidenced by the riometer observations (Fig. 1).
The spectra of ionospheric E-field and ground magnetic field
oscillations have common peaks around �2.8 and �4.7 mHz
(Fig. 2). In the subsequent analysis the data were band-filtered in
the narrow range 70.5 mHz, around these frequencies.

The corresponding theoretically predicted values of the impe-
dance velocity UðAÞxx varied between 200–100 km/s (Fig. 3). The
apparent impedance velocity derived from the combined spectral
power densities Ex(f) and Bx(f) at f¼2.8 mHz turns out to be very
close to the theoretically predicted value UðAÞxx , but somewhat
lower. The ionospheric and magnetic fluctuations were nearly in-
phase, as expected from theory. During other time intervals, when
magnetic fluctuations are not related to Pc5 pulsations (Bx

amplitude is less than 50 nT) the determined magnitude of Uxx

is much higher that the theoretically estimated. This behavior
may indicate that during those time intervals the magnetic
fluctuations are not produced by magnetospheric waves. The
small difference between the observed Uxx and theoretically
predicted value UðAÞxx for an Alfven wave may be due to the
contribution of fast mode in the incident wave structure.

The apparent impedance velocity for the same frequency
f¼2.8 mHz, but estimated with the analytical signal technique,
is shown in Fig. 4a. The theoretically predicted value UðAÞxx for
Alfven wave is somewhat (�20%) lower. Thus, both techniques of
the apparent impedance calculation give consistent results.

For analytical signals at f¼4.7 mHz (Fig. 4b) the observed Uxx

and theoretically predicted value UðAÞxx nearly match, so the
contribution of fast mode in the incident wave structure at this
frequency is insignificant.

Fig. 4. Amplitudes of Ex(t) and Bx(t) variations, impedance velocities Uxx(t) (in km/s) for the 04–07 UT derived from analytical signal (thin line) and theoretically predicted

value for Alfven wave (thick line): (a) in the band 2.5–3.2 mHz; (b) in the band 4.0–5.0 mHz. The threshold above noise level is shown by the horizontal dashed line. The

bottom panel shows the time variations of ionospheric conductances SP and SH.
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During the second interval 10–15 UT, the oscillations in the
ionosphere and on the ground are concentrated in the spectral
band around 3.2 mHz (Fig. 5). Hence, the data have been band-
filtered in the range 2.4–4.0 mHz for a further analysis. The
ionospheric conductances are nearly the same and gradually vary
in the range 4–8 S.

The method using the ratio of spectral powers in a running
window is shown in Fig. 6. The same result is confirmed by the
analytical signal method. Amplitude envelopes of Ex(t) and Bx(t)
variations, estimated with the analytical signal method, demon-
strate several enhancements during the period analyzed (Fig. 7).
During the time intervals when Bx fluctuations were strong
enough (i.e.4100 nT) the calculated impedance velocity Uxx was
very close to the theoretical value UðAÞxx for toroidal Alfven wave.
During other time intervals, the calculated value of Uxx experi-
ences irregular spikes. The observed magnitude of the apparent
impedance velocity turns out to be somewhat lower than UðAÞxx .
This decrease of the impedance velocity is probably caused by a
contribution of the compressional mode in the structure of
incident Pc5 oscillations.

3. Discussion and conclusion

In this study we provide some additional information on the
properties of the global Pc5 pulsations using the simultaneous
observations with ground magnetometers and with the EISCAT
radar. The resonant effects, which are commonly considered as an
indication on Alfvenic nature of ULF pulsations, only weakly
presented in the latitudinal distribution of these pulsations
(Kleimenova and Kozyreva, 2005). Therefore, these global Pc5
pulsations on October 31, 2003 have been suggested to be
signatures of a magnetospheric cavity mode. Comparison of the
ground pulsations during this event with simultaneously
observed magnetic oscillations at the geostationary orbit
(Belakhovsky and Pilipenko, 2010) showed that though GOES
spacecraft were located in other MLT sector than the IMAGE
magnetometers, the global Pc5 pulsations could be seen at GOES-
10 and GOES-12. The variations of the geomagnetic field at GOES-
10 during the time interval 05–08 UT, when the morning Pc5
pulsations were observed at IMAGE array, had a significant
compressional B: component. The similar observations of the

Fig. 5. Spectra of the geomagnetic (X and Y components) and electric (Ex and Ey components) variations during 11–12 UT.
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near-noon Pc5 pulsations at GOES-12 in the interval 10–16 UT
also showed that pulsations had a strong compressional compo-
nent. On the basis of these observations, it was supposed that the
global Pc5 pulsations are coupled MHD mode trapped in the
magnetospheric waveguide (Pilipenko et al., 2010).

For the analysis of simultaneous radar-magnetometer observa-
tions with background ionospheric parameters, the apparent
impedance velocity has been introduced to serve as an ‘‘easy-to-
use’’ parameter in comparisons. The Alfven wave impedance is to
be determined by the ionospheric Hall conductance. At the same
time, a fast magnetosonic (or compressional) mode practically does
not ‘‘feel’’ the ionosphere, and is reflected mainly from the ground,
so its impedance is to be much less than that of the Alfven mode.

The combined ionospheric radar and ground magnetometer
observations have shown that the leakage of the compressional
mode from the near-equatorial regions of the magnetosphere to
the ground is rather small. So, the ULF wave field in the upper
ionosphere during the analyzed event is mainly due to the Alfven

mode, whereas the contribution of the fast mode has been
estimated to be not more than 20%. The apparent contradiction
between observations at geostationary satellites and in the upper
ionosphere may be explained by assuming that the coupling of
Alfven mode with a compressional mode is mainly concentrated
in the near-equtorial magnetospheric region, where plasma
parameter b reaches a maximal value.

The simple analytical relationships coupling the ratio between
the ionospheric signal and its ground response with the iono-
spheric parameters have been derived in the approximation of
negligibly small azimuthal wave number. At very high latitudes,
where I-p/2, the account of finite ky reduces to a simple rotation
of the coordinate system, such that X-axis is to coincide with the
total transverse wave vector k? ¼ fkx; kyg. However, at lower
latitudes, where Iap/2, for a small, but finite ky, the analytical
relationships become too complicated to tackle. Therefore, this
case is to be treated numerically. The non-vanishing ky causes the
occurrence of a weak, but noticeable, BðgÞy component.

Fig. 6. Spectral powers of Ex(t) and Bx(t) variations, impedance velocities (in km/s) for the time interval 11–16 UT estimated in a running 30-min window from the power

spectral densities in the band 2.4–4.0 mHz (thin line) and theoretically predicted for Alfven wave (dashed line).
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